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Outline

Moster et al. (2010) 
Stellar-to-halo mass ratio

20% baryon fraction in stars !

- The need for radiation feedback in large galaxies

- Shaping massive galaxies with radiation feedback [Roskar et al. 2013]

- Implementing radiation hydrodynamics in RAMSES [Rosdahl et al. 2013]
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Supernovae feedback in dwarf galaxies: thick discs

Supernovae feedback implemented using 
non-thermal energy dissipation (Teyssier 
et al. 2013) result in the formation of thick 
disks with V/s ~ 1, and a strongly 
reduced SF efficiency (Ms/Mh ~ 0.01).

This is in striking agreement with the 
nearby isolated dwarf WLM (Eastman et 
al. 2012) although Ms/Mh ~ 0.001.



The total energy is just

The cloud velocity is 

The cloud is probably entirely destroyed but the gas remains within the

 galaxy. For the MW, the escape velocity is very high
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The problem with supernovae feedback
Consider a single molecular cloud of mass Mgas going supernova.

Most efficient scenario is the adiabatic blast wave model (Sedov solution). 

Supernovae feedback hardly work for the MW, only for dwarf galaxies !



IR ' 5± 5 cm2/g
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Radiative feedback from stars

After 10 Myr, 10 Msol stars have radiated:
- 1051 erg in supernovae & winds
- 1053 erg in radiation

UV radiation is transformed into IR 
radiation that slowly diffuses out of 
high column density regions

Starburst99
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Various IR radiation transfer models by Hopkins et al. (2012), Stinson et al. (2012), 
Agertz et al. (2013), Aumer et al. (2013), Ceverino et al. (2013).
We propose a model for RAMSES based on the photon escape probability

where the IR optical depth is computed using a local column density estimate.
This energy is deposited in the non-thermal pressure component to maximize the 
conversion efficiency into momentum:
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A simple model for radiation feedback
Murray et al. (2005) proposed that momentum-driven radiation flows explains why 
molecular clouds are dispersing so fast. Murray et al. (2010) have shown that a fair 
fraction of the radiated energy can be transferred into gas momentum.
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We use either fixed kappa models or a variable kappa model based on the local SFR.

For comparison, radiation pressure models with single photon scattering use:



IR = 0 cm2/gIR = 15 cm2/g
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Radiative feedback and cosmic winds

Cosmological simulations of 6x1011 Msol halo (N200=106 particles, 160 pc resolution)
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Final gas distribution: from fountains to winds
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Final stellar distribution: from disks to spheroids
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Star formation regulation

Abundance matching Star formation history

Outflows can trigger cooling though mixing (Marinacci, Binney, Fraternali 2010)

Leitner 2012
Moster et al. 2012
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Tumlinson et al. 2011, Prochaska et al. 2011

Stellar mass growth versus metal dispersion

Leitner 2012

OVI distribution in the haloStellar mass growth

M
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Stellar morphological properties

Kinematic decomposition Disk versus spheroid growth

Radiation-driven winds reduce total SF but increase spheroid mass !
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The Radiative Transfer Equation

radiation specific intensity

absorption coefficient

source function

Conservation of photons in phase-space

Source terms: microscopic collisions leading to absorption and emission.
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Radiation energy:

Radiation flux:

Pressure tensor:

Energy equation:

Flux equation:

Moments of the radiation transfer equation
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Radiation hydrodynamics

Momentum equation writes:

Fluid energy equation writes:

Heating and cooling functions:

Radiation force:

Self-gravitating hydrodynamics coupled to radiation transport and non-equilibrium 
chemistry. Relevant physics for galaxy formation: photoionization of atomic species, 
photodissociation of molecular species, heating of dust grains

Numerical challenges:
Use operator split to perform a radiation + chemistry step after the hydro and gravity 
step, the main time step being controlled by standard Courant conditions.
The radiation solver is used for radiation transport, but also for chemical evolution (HI, 
HII, H2 and metals) and gas cooling and heating: stiff source terms.

Dichotomy in the numerical methods: SPH versus mesh for hydro
Ray-tracing versus moment-based methods for radiation



Assume that the radiation field is locally a dipole.The photon distribution function is 
the Lorentz transform of a Planck distribution function. Dipole is aligned locally to the 
radiation flux (Levermore 1984).

The M1 Eddington tensor writes:

where the reduced flux                         sets     

Limiting cases: f=0 gives X=1/3 and f=1 gives X=1
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The M1 moment closure
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We have a hyperbolic system of 4 conservations laws:

Godunov’s method for M1 radiation transport (Aubert & Teyssier 2008, 2010)
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A Godunov scheme for M1 radiation transport

Pure radiation transport problems: successes and failures of the M1 closure
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Implicit or explicit time integration

Implicit method is stable for large time steps but requires large sparse matrix solvers 
(CPU intensive, convergence and parallel computing issues). 
Specific problems with adaptive time steps.

Explicit scheme for radiation transport with wave velocity close to c: very restrictive 
Courant condition: for one large hydro step, we need hundreds or thousands of 
radiation sub-cycles.

Trick 1: reduced speed of light approximation when valid.

Trick 2 (brute force strategy): use GPU acceleration to speed-up the explicit solver. 
Simple Cartesian mesh-based algorithms are maximally accelerated using GPU. Use 
a local implicit solver for chemistry and cooling.



Radiation energy equation becomes an elliptic problem.

Specific problems with AMR: flux at coarse-fine boundaries and adaptive time steps  
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Implicit method with adaptive time steps
Flux-limited diffusion solver implemented in RAMSES (Commerçon et al. 2011). Valid 
in the limit of very small fluxes: optically thick radiation.

Large adaptive time steps and strict flux 
conservation lead to negative energies.
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Implicit method with adaptive time steps

Solution: use only Dirichlet boundary conditions and a non-conservative scheme 
(Commerçon et al. 2013 in preparation). This leads to a much more robust solution 
with a similar accuracy than the conservative scheme.



A few important examples:

OB star in cloud         100                   1048                       10-3              10-5 
Star cluster in disc      0.1                   1050                       1                  1
Milky Way at z=0        10-7                  1052                       104               100
Iliev Test 4                  10-4                  1053                       400               1
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nH [cm�3] ˙N� [photons/sec] rs [kpc] t
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[Myr]

Reduced speed of light approximation
Consider a Strömgren sphere

The solution becomes independent on the speed of light when 

Trick: use
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Iliev (2009) Test 9 
RAMSES-RT c=0.01 
versus 
C2Ray 
(Rosdahl et al. 2013) 
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Test 4 (Iliev et al. 2006) with c=1
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GPU acceleration for large number of time steps

High latency and low transfer 
rate of PCI express port.
Perform 100+ time steps before 
copying back the results. 

Still need parallel GPU 
computing.
Transfer boundary conditions at 
every radiation sub-step (PCI 
express and Infiniband 
latencies comparable).

Use graphical device developed mostly 
by NVidia to speed up scientific 
computations. 
Graphical Processing Units (GPU) have 
higher memory bandwidth and uses 
very large number of threads.

Aubert & Teyssier (2011)
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Galaxy formation with radiation hydrodynamics
Rosdahl & Blaizot (2012)
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Starbursting dwarf galaxy
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Starbursting dwarf galaxy
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Conclusions

A simple model for radiative feedback has been added in RAMSES for large galaxies. 
Radiative feedback of IR radiation on dust could play a major role for MW-like galaxies. 
Efficient SF regulation through winds results in a significant thickening of the disk (see Roskar 
et al. 2013): strong winds are required but they destroy the discs. Weak feedback regulates 
star formation but triggers more cooling through mixing cold gas with the hot halo. 

Solution to solve this new problem: prevent mixing.

1- increase the resolution to decrease numerical mixing. What if turbulent mixing persists ?

2- decouple the winds (Springel & Hernquist 2005, Marinacci et al. 2013)

3- decouple the discs (Semelin & Combes 2005, Aumer et al. 2013)

A new stellar feedback scheme in RAMSES based on non-thermal processes and implemented 
as a delayed-cooling scheme. Dwarf (1010 Msol) cooling halo simulations give rise to a cusp-
core dark matter profile transition, due to large potential fluctuations within the core. Kinematic 
analysis reveals a thick, rotating, exponential disk, in striking agreement with an observed, 
quasi-isolated dwarf WLM (see Teyssier et al. 2013).

A new radiation hydrodynamics solver is currently being developed for RAMSES (see Rosdahl 
et al. 2013). It has been already applied to photoionization problems (in cosmology and galaxy 
formation). Photodissociation and dust radiative transfer problems are under development. 
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The Aquila project (Scannapieco et al. 2012)

GRID

SPH

GADGET ENZO
Agertz et al. (2007)

Classical SPH cannot capture fluid instability 
correctly: mixing is artificially suppressed.

At low resolution, grid-based codes suffer from 
strong numerical diffusion etadiff ~ (v+c) Dx  

Fluid mixing is the key: under- versus over-mixing ?

Understanding numerical diffusion
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Cooling function for astrophysical plasmas
Photo-Ionization Equilibrium: depends on T and n

metal, 
H2-CO 
and dust 
cooling

only
H-He

Collisional Ionization Equilibrium: depends only on T


